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Recommended Citation
Each year in Michigan, approximately 8,000 children are removed from their parents’ custody and placed in foster care. Statistics reveal that at least 50 percent of children enter foster care because of poverty-related neglect, as opposed to serious sexual or physical abuse, yet the Michigan foster care system has a disturbingly low success rate for returning children to their families. In 2008, only 34 percent of foster children whose cases had been closed were reunited with their parents. Rather than excelling at expeditiously returning children to their families, the state has the seventh highest rate of terminating parental rights in the country and the second largest number of “legal orphans”—children who are permanent wards of the state after the rights of both of their legal parents have been terminated. Outcomes for these children are troubling and constitute one of a number of reasons why the state’s child welfare system recently failed every measure of a federal audit and is currently under federal court oversight after being sued by Children’s Rights, Inc., a national child advocacy
FAST FACTS:
Despite guaranteeing indigent parents the right to counsel in child protective proceedings, the state of Michigan places the burden of funding representation of parents on counties, which has led to wide variation in the compensation and training of parents’ attorneys across the state.

In 2005, the Muskie School of Public Service concluded with respect to representation of parents in Michigan that “[w]hat was reported to evaluators…and what was observed in court hearings fall disturbingly short of standards of practice.”

Recently, Justice Maura Corrigan of the Michigan Supreme Court observed a “disturbing and recent pattern of trial courts’ failures to appoint counsel and untimely appointment of counsel to represent parents in child protective proceedings.”

organization.4 Not surprisingly, parents are often scared and confused about the prospects of permanently losing their children to this faceless bureaucracy. Trusted and competent advocates are crucial in helping them through this difficult process.

A national consensus is emerging that zealous legal representation of parents is crucial in ensuring that the child welfare system produces just outcomes for children. National groups, including the Pew Commission on Children in Foster Care, the American Bar Association Center on Children and the Law, and the National Association of Counsel for Children, have been outspoken on the need to strengthen legal advocacy on behalf of indigent parents to better serve families. A national movement is afoot to ensure that all parents, regardless of income, receive assistance from effective, adequately compensated attorneys in all cases.

Why Representation of Parents Matters

The recent national focus on the legal representation of indigent parents is rooted in the recognition that the zealous representation of parents is essential for a well-functioning child welfare system. Lawyers for parents play numerous roles, the importance of which is well settled. First and foremost, these lawyers help safeguard the fundamental liberty interests of all parents. The United States Supreme Court has recognized a parent’s right to raise his or her child as one of the oldest and most sacred of the fundamental rights protected by the Constitution.8 Not surprisingly, the Court has described child protection cases as working a “unique kind of deprivation” on families.9 Before assuming custody of children, the state must prove parental unfitness.10 The evidence of unfitness must be clear and convincing—the highest standard of proof used in civil cases—before terminating parental rights.11 Michigan laws prescribe additional measures to protect these basic rights, including a right to a jury trial before a court can obtain jurisdiction over a child.12 Parents’ lawyers prevent the government’s overreaching and ensure the protection of our basic civil liberties.

Counsel for parents also help guide their clients through complex proceedings governed by an array of interrelated federal and state laws and con-
neighbors. Without zealous representation of parents, courts lack an important perspective—that of the parent with whom reunification is sought—which increases the likelihood that an erroneous decision will be reached.

Not surprisingly, the limited data available soundly suggests that strong representation of parents dramatically improves the outcomes for children. In 2000, the Washington State Office of the Public Defender, funded by the state legislature, created a parents’ representation pilot project that enhanced legal representation to parents by lowering caseloads, increasing compensation, and providing support services such as experts to the lawyers. After three years, the results of the pilot project were evaluated. Evaluators found that hearings took place more quickly, the rate of reunification increased by more than 50 percent, the rate of terminations of parental rights decreased by nearly 45 percent, and the rate of children leaving the foster care system without a permanent home declined by 50 percent.13 The results not only reaffirmed that strong representation of parents improves outcomes for children, but also demonstrated that “the enhancement of parents’ representation has the potential to save increasing millions in state funding on an annualized basis.”

Results from the Center for Family Representation,15 an interdisciplinary law office in New York City providing high-quality representation for parents, demonstrate similar findings. While the median length of stay for children in foster care in New York City was 11.5 months in 2007, the length of stay for children whose parents were represented by the center was 3 months. Calculations done by the center demonstrated that the city saved more than $2 million because of the reduced time these children spent in foster care. Although more studies are needed to explore how representation of parents improves outcomes for children, the initial results provide strong evidence demonstrating such a relationship.

Crisis in Michigan

In Michigan, the legislature and courts have consistently recognized the important role that parents’ counsel play. The juvenile code and the court rules explicitly provide indigent parents the right to court-appointed counsel at every hearing,16 and a number of appellate decisions, as well as a plurality of the Michigan Supreme Court, have concluded that the right is constitutionally based.17 As aptly stated by Justice Levin in In re Hudson, “[A] disturbing and recent pattern of trial courts' failures to appoint counsel and timely appointment of counsel to represent parents in child protective proceedings.”20 These observations accord with anecdotal evidence documenting wide variation across the state in systemic factors that affect the quality of parent representation, including compensation rates, training requirements, and timeliness of appointments.

These and other concerns prompted the Michigan State Court Administrative Office to commission a comprehensive assessment of the state’s system of parent representation by the American Bar Association Center on Children and the Law.21 A final report issued in September 2009 confirmed many of the troubling findings previously noted. Among other things, the report noted that the state placed the entire burden of funding parent representation on counties, which created a wide disparity in compensation for attorneys across the state. For example, in Monroe County, attorneys make approximately $50 an hour in cases, whereas in Genesee County, attorneys make as little as $50 a hearing. The report also noted that “with a few exceptions, attorneys representing parents are not compensated for ‘out of court work,’ which greatly discourages the performance of crucial out-of-court advocacy.”23

The report also documented the effects these systemic deficiencies were having on actual practice. It observed that “halfway exchanges of information are accepted as a substitute for private office interviews, overlooking the inherent value of office consultation.”22 It found that courts frequently gave parents substitute counsel who had little knowledge of the case and no relationship with the parents. It also noted that parents’ attorneys did not advocate for clients outside the courts during the months or weeks between court hearings. The report concluded that Michigan needed to comprehensively reform its system of representation of parents to include, among other things, a statewide administrative structure with uniform compensation standards, improved mandatory training for attorneys, and the early appointment of parents’ counsel in all cases.

Next Steps

The need for a comprehensive overhaul of our county-based system of representation of parents is clear. Effective representation of parents is crucial to the welfare of the children involved in the child welfare system, and much more work needs to be done to better our current system, which is severely underfunded and broken. Important systemic issues need to be addressed: How do we create a system in which a parent’s ability to receive effective legal assistance does not depend on the county in which he or she resides? In what ways can we provide support to solo practitioners representing parents who have very limited access to resources? Would the creation of multidisciplinary, nonprofit organizations or public agencies specializing in parent representation—as other states have done—improve our current practices? And, as demonstrated in other states, would these types of
reforms enable us to improve outcomes for children while saving millions of dollars?
Those invested in the future of our child welfare system ought to engage in serious conversations to develop solutions that will create a better system for our families.
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FOOTNOTES

4. See ChildrensRights.org, Reform Campaigns: Class Actions: Michigan [Dwayne B v Granholm] <http://www.childrensrights.org/reformcampaigns/legalcases/michigan-dwayne-b-v-granholm/> The lawsuit was filed in August 2006 based on allegations that the state of Michigan was mistreating children in foster care. On October 7, 2008, a consent decree was reached, placing the Michigan child welfare system under the oversight of the federal court.
5. See Colorado Supreme Court, Court Improvement Committee: Respondent Parents’ Counsel Task Force <http://www.courts.state.co.us/Courts/Supreme_Court/Committees/rptf.cfm>.

“...The best interests of the child will often be served by preservation of the parent[-]child bond; the child as well as the parent has an interest in preservation of their relationship.”